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Chapter 10 Lesson 1- General 
Directions: On the line before each definition, write the letter of the term that matches it correctly. Not all 
terms are used.  
 
___________ 1. a permanent change in DNA sequence 
 
___________ 2. section of DNA that has genetic information for one trait 
 
___________ 3. the complete set of genes of an organism 
 
___________ 4. how a distinguishing characteristic appears 
 
___________ 5. a distinguishing characteristic of an organism 
 
___________ 6. passing of traits from generation to generation 
 
___________ 7. all the members of a species of living in a given area 
 
___________ 8. without a definite aim 
 
Directions: On the line before each trait, write  I  if the trait describes an inherited trait or  A  if the trait 
describes are an acquired trait.  
 

___________ 9. color of wings 
 
 
___________ 10. length of hair 
 
 
___________ 11. color of eyes 
 

Directions: Circle the term in parentheses that correctly completes each sentence.  
 
15. Sperm and eggs are human (  body    /     reproductive   ) cells.  
 
16. Each human sperm and egg contains (   23     /     46 ) chromosomes.  
 
17. (    Mutation    /    Meiosis   ) is the process during which sperm and egg cells form.  
 
18. During (    meiosis   /   fertilization    ), a sperm and an egg unite.  
 
19. Because each sperm cell and egg cell is  (    unique   /    similar   ), the resulting offspring also  
 

is  (    unique   /    similar   ). 
 
20. In humans, there are  (   many    /   few   ) potential gene arrangements from the union of sperm and egg  

chromosomes. 

A. chromosome 
B. genotype 
C. meiosis 
D. mutation 
E. phenotype 
F. trait 
G. gene 
H. random 
I. inheritance 
J. population 

 
 

___________ 12. shape of nose 
 
 
___________ 13. loss of limb 
 
 
___________ 14. shape of scar 
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Lesson Two 
Directions: On the line before each definition, write the letter of the term that matches it correctly. Each 
term is used only once.  
 
 
___________ 1. a slight difference in inherited traits among individual  

members of a species 
 
___________ 2. a trait that helps a species survive in its environment 
 
 
___________ 3. a process by which organisms that have variations that  

help them survive in their environment live longer, compete 
better, and reproduce more than those that do not have the 
variation 

___________ 4. the selection and breeding of organisms that have  
desired traits 

 
___________ 5. a physical trait that increases survival 
 
 
___________ 6. a behavior or action that increases survival 
 
 
___________ 7. a biochemical change that increases survival 
 
 
___________ 8. an adaptation that helps a species blend in with  

its environment 
 
___________ 9. an adaptation in which one species looks like  

another species 
 
Directions: Mark the correct answer in the choices. On the line before each question, record the page 
number where the answer was found.  
 

 
 
  

A. adaptation 

B. behavioral 

adaptation 

C. camouflage 

D. functional 

adaptation 

E. mimicry 

F. natural selection 

G. selective breeding 

H. structural 

adaptation 

I. variation 

___________ 10. Which is the sequence 
by which natural selection works? 

A. selection—adaptation—variation 
B. selection—variation—adaptation 
C. variation—adaptation—selection 
D. variation—selection--adaptation 

 
___________ 11. A mutation can  

A. help an organism 
B. harm an organism 
C. help or harm an organism 

	  

 
___________ 12. Variations occur  

through 
A. mutations. 
B. fertilization. 
C. adaptations 

 
___________ 13. Giraffe spots are an  

example of a mutation that became 
part of the giraffe’s population’s 

A. mimicry. 
B. genotype. 
C. environment. 
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Directions: Complete the concept map below using the correct terms from the word bank provided.  
 

14.	   15.	  

16.	   17.	  

18.	   19.	  

Word	  Bank	  
	  

behavioral	  adaptation	  
biochemical	  change	  

physical	  trait	  
playing	  dead	  

spraying	  venom	  
structural	  adaptation	  
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How can the environment affect phenotypes? 
 
You may have noticed the 
same plant species grow 
better in a shady part of the 
yard than the sunny part.  
 
The data in the table below 
describes the growth of 
fifty seeds over a period of 
ten days. The seeds were 
planted in two different 
areas and began to emerge 
from the soil on day four.  
 
 
20. Graph the average plant height for each area. Use two different colors to represent the areas.  

                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

                    

                    
 

Plant Height 
 Average Plant Height (cm) 

DAY Area 1 Area 2 
4 2.9 2.9 
5 6.1 5.1 
6 9.0 8.3 
7 11.0 9.9 
8 12.0 11.1 
9 12.8 11.4 
10 13.6 12 

21.	  Based	  on	  the	  data,	  what	  
inferences	  can	  you	  make	  about	  
the	  two	  areas?	  


